A4 Size Crystal LED Super Slim Light Box
Item Code: LB-LED-CUI-A4

FOB Price:

$48.94/pc

Mini Order:

10 packs

Shipping Weight:
Average Rating:

61.6lb (28kg)

Inquire Now

Overview
Description:
. Unique design that can have any logo engraved on the Crystal LED Super Slim Light Box.
. It is made of clear acrylic for a nice outer design.
. It has LED lights that save energy up to 75% compared with traditional light boxes.
. The LED light is soft, which is very comfortable to look at the publicity in the light box.
. It counts with a long lifespan that reaches up to 30,000 hours and makes sure the light attenuation is less than a 10% in the first 8,000
hours.
. It can be displayed on the countertop, hang on the wall and in more places. It could be displayed vertical or horizontal.
. It counts with the CE and the UL certification.
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The Crystal Super Slim Light Box has a unique design and it counts with the logo brand crystal engraving, which makes the light box
more valuable and with a better appearance. You can choose the logo that is needed and it will be engraved.
The light box it’s made of high bright acrylic it is easy and safe to change the pictures, it saves energy and has a long lifespan. The light
box counts with side light guides design to distribute evenly the light. The Clear Crystal Slim Light Box is super thin, its thickness is 0.32".
Applications:
This crystal light box with a nice logo brand crystal engraving is widely used in restaurants, shopping malls, supermarkets, store chains,
garment stores, hotels, banks, airports, subways, and much more.

Tips:
Tip 1. The overall Image size needs to be larger than the viewing size, in order to have a perfect fit of the image, this applies to all
models A1 to A4.
Tip 2. The price is variable due to the customized logo. The price we quote is for the pictures we show on the website, so the final price
should be re calculated.

Details
Viewing Size

7.9"×11.3" (200×287mm)

Image Size

8.3"×11.7" (210×297mm)

Overall Size

11.3"×14.8" (290×377mm)
0.3"(8mm)

Product Thickness

Specifications
Specification

A1

A2

A3

A4

Frame Material

Acrylic

Acrylic

Acrylic

Acrylic

Overal Size

26.5"×36.3"
(674×921mm)

19.7"×26.5"
(500×674mm)

14.8"×19.7"
(377×500mm)

11.3"×14.8"
(290×377mm)

Graphic Size

23.4"×33.1"
(594×841mm)

16.5"×23.4"
(420×594mm)

11.7"×16.5"
(297×420mm)

8.3"×11.7"
(210×297mm)

Viewable Size

22.5"×32.3"
(574×821mm)

15.8"×22.6"
(400×574mm)

11.3"×16.1"
(287×410mm)

7.9"×11.3"
(200×287mm)

Thickness

0.3"(8mm)

0.3"(8mm)

0.3"(8mm)

0.3"(8mm)

Unit Packing

28.5"×3.5"×38.2"
(725×90×971mm)

21.6"×3.5"×28.5"
(550×90×725mm)

16.9"×3.5"×21.6"
(430×90×550mm)

13.4×3.5"×16.9"
(340×90×430mm)

Unit N.W.

28.7lb (13kg)

10.6lb (4.8kg)

5.5lb (2.5kg)

3.5lb (1.6kg)

Qty/CTN

6pcs

10pcs

10pcs

10pcs

CTN Packing

28.9"×21.6"×38.6"
(735×550×981mm)

22.0"×35.8"×28.9"
(560×910×735mm)

17.3"×35.8"×21.6"
(440×910×560mm)

27.2"×18.1"×17.3"
(690×460×440mm)

G.W.

172.0lb (78kg)

105.8lb (48kg)

52.9lb (24kg)

37.5lb (17kg)

MOQ

10pcs

10pcs

12pcs

12pcs
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